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Comparison of empathy score among medical students in both basic and
clinical levels
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Introduction: Empathy refers to a personality character that has a great role
in communication with others. Thus, proper evaluation and education of
empathy in medical students is important for medical education. Because
previous studies had suggested that physician’s empathy may reduce with
clinical trainings, in this study we decided to measure the empathy score
among medical students.
Methods: This is a cross-sectional study conducted on medical students in the
first to seventh years of their studies at Shiraz medical school (south of Iran) in
2010. We designed new Iranian version questionnaire of the Jefferson Scale of
Physician Empathy. Sample size was 260 students and the results were analyzed
in SPSS, version 11.5 (statistical tests such as descriptive methods, t-test, and
ANOVA) and p<0.05 was considered as the significant level.
Results: The empathy score decreased with increase in the students’ age
(p=0.001) and educational level (p=0.030). The overall rate of empathy
score in basic science level (65.5±0.84) was more than that in the clinical
level (55.5±1.78). The lowest empathy score was seen in the seventh year
students (55.51) and the highest was in the first year students (65.50). Female
students had higher mean empathy score (65.53) while it was 59.02 in the
male students.
Conclusion: In general, medical students in Shiraz University of Medical
Sciences had low empathy level and this may be a cause for concern; as such
we suggest a possible inclusion of courses on empathy in the curriculum.
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Introduction

I

nterpersonal and communication skills are
considered as a major index of competence for
medical students, residents and physicians (14). In fact, effective communication of physicians
with the patient has many advantages, such as
understanding the patient and his status, appropriate
treatment, resolution of symptoms and problems,
good psychiatric results, effective medical decisions
and ultimately physician’s and patient’s satisfaction
(5, 6). There is also some evidence indicating that
effective communication between physician and
patient decreases the incidence of medical errors (711). One of the most important factors that promote
communicational skills among medical students is
altruistic feeling. Altruism - doing the non-selfish
activities in order to benefit others (12) is considered
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as one of the professionalism principles. One of the
obvious indexes of altruism among physicians and
medical staff is empathy with patients. Empathy is an
important factor in patient-physician relationship and
has beneficial effects on medical practice (13-19). It
refers to an individual character that has a great role in
communication with others. Thus, proper evaluation
and education of empathy in medical students
is important for medical education. In medical
education, empathy is considered to be an essential
professional characteristic for clinicians (20). One
of the goals in a curriculum for medical education
includes improvement of empathy (21).
Many attempts have been made to measure the
physician’s empathy. Even some tools have been
designed for measuring empathy with patients among
physicians and related medical staff. For example, The
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Jefferson Scale of Physician Empathy (JSPE) is a valid
questionnaire including twenty-items ratings from
twenty to forty (22).
However, there have been a number of studies
reporting on changes in empathy score during and
after medical training experience (23, 24). Many of
them (25) reported that a student’s empathy declined
during medical school education. According to a
study on empathy of medical school students in the
U.S. conducted using the Jefferson Scale of Physician
Empathy-Student Version (JSPE-S), the empathy
scores declined significantly during their 3rd year,
which was their first full year of clinical experience
(26).
Since previous studies have suggested that physician’s
empathy may reduce with clinical trainings, (13) there
is a concern among educational managers in health care
system and medical universities as to the bad effects of
clinical training on altruistic feeling and empathy with
patients in final years of studies in medicine. So, we
aimed to evaluate and compare the empathy scores of
medical students between basic sciences and clinical
levels in Shiraz University of Medical Sciences.

Methods

This is a cross-sectional study conducted on medical
students in the first to seventh years of their training
at Shiraz medical school (south of Iran) in 2010.
Sample size was 260 medical students. Inclusion
criteria were all medical students of Shiraz medical
school who agreed to participate in the study. Medical
students who did not agree to take part in the study
were excluded. In this study, first according to the first
tool designed to measure the rate of empathy with
patients among medical students -The Jefferson Scale
of Physician Empathy (JSPE) (22) (The JSE is a scale
developed by Hojat et al. to assess empathy of medical
school students (JSE-S) and physicians and health
professionals (JSE-HP)) (27) and also according to the
previous studies, four main factors were considered
as those creating empathy with patients. They were
1) Providing free services to the patient, 2) Feeling
sympathy with patient and his family, 3) Paying
attention to equality among patients, and 4) Effective
clinical presence on patients’ bed. We defined four
main factors in creating empathy with patients, and
then translated JSPE questionnaire into persian under
supervision of one of the Shiraz University of Medical
Sciences English language professors. Then a new
questionnaire was designed, including 12 imaginary
situations and students were asked to respond to 12
situations, expressing what they do in this situation.
Each question was answered on a five-point Likert
scale, and the maximum score was 96 with higher
scores indicating higher empathy. The reliability of
the questionnaire was assessed by Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient (0.76). We performed a pilot study of the
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questionnaire on 30 medical students to evaluate
the construct validity of the questionnaire which
proved to be appropriate. Then according to a list of
students’ name that was prepared by medical school
including their number in this list, we just chose the
students with even numbers). The questionnaires were
distributed randomly among medical students, (from
first to seventh years, including two levels of basic
science level (the first, second and third) and clinical
level (fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh).
Group comparisons of the empathy scores were
conducted using t-test and one-way ANOVA.
Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 11.5 (SPSS
Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) and p<0.05 was considered as
the significant level.

Results

260 medical students participated in this study,
including 40 (15.20%) first year students, 39 (15.00%)
second year, 45 (17.30%) third year, 60 (23.00%)
forth year and fifth year, 36 (13.81%) sixth year, and
40 (15.21%) seventh year students. 140 students were
female (53.82%) and 120 male (46.21%). Their mean
age was 20.85±2.21 years and its range was between
18 to 36 years. According to the questionnaire, the
minimum and maximum scores of empathy were
considered 0 and 96. Mean empathy score of all
students was 61.11±2.31.
The lowest empathy score was seen in the seventh
year students (55.51) and the highest was in the first
year students (65.50). Female students had a higher
mean empathy score (65.53) while it was 59.02 in male
students. Table 1 shows the mean empathy score of
medical students according to their educational levels,
age and gender.
We found an inverse significant relationship between
the students’ age and mean empathy score (p=0.001).
There was also a significant relationship between the
year of education and empathy score (p=0.030). There
was also a statistically significant relationship between
gender and empathy score (p=0.001).

Discussion

In this study, we found that empathy score among
medical students decreased by the increase in their
educational years, as the first and second year students
had the highest empathy score but sixth (Extern) and
seventh (Intern) year students had the lowest score. It
means that empathy reduces with higher educational
levels among medical students. The point of concern
is that medical students should be educated in a way
that they learn both scientific concepts of medicine
and communicate with patients and also learn how
to empathize with them. Medical students must learn
how to treat patients, not just to treat their diseases
(28).
In a study conducted on medical students in Kuwait
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Table 1. The mean empathy score among medical students according their educational levels, age and gender
Character

Groups (Number of students)

Mean±SD

p

Age

18-27 year (142)
27-36 year (18)

62.3±1.21
57.06±2.01

0.001

Basic level (124)
Clinical level (136)
Male (120)
Female (140)
-

65.5±0.84
55.5±1.78
59.02±1.32
65.53±1.46
61.11±2.23

Educational level
Gender
Total

University, it was shown that they had a low empathy
level (29). In another study, medical students showed
low emotional and cognitive empathy scores (14). A
cohort study conducted on internal residency students
indicated that the amount of empathy with patients
was much higher in the first year as compared to the
last year of specialty (30, 31). In another study, it was
shown that empathy with patients, among first year
medical students (before clinical levels) was much
more than those in the final year (clinical levels); also it
was indicated that the physicians’ empathy may reduce
with clinical training (13).
A study conducted in Boston University School of
Medicine also found that empathy scores of the U.S.
medical school students on the JSPE-S dropped in their
clinical years; the empathy scores increased during
the year after school entrance, decreased slightly in
the second year, and decreased significantly in the
third year (first clinical year) (13). A further study
(32) performed at Jefferson Medical College reported
a similar finding; while empathy scores did not alter
significantly during the first two years (preclinical
years), they decreased during the 3rd year (first clinical
year) and remained low until graduation.
However, a recent study on empathy performed on
medical school students in Japan showed that the
empathy increased between their first year and the end
of training year (33). Moreover, a study on empathy
of medical school students conducted at a Korean
medical school also revealed that later years of training
were associated with significantly better empathy (24)
and in another study, empathy increased significantly
after one year of medical education (26).
One explanation for these different findings is that
empathy increased as a result of differences in medical
education system, but there has been insufficient
number of studies to be confident that such a causal
relationship exists.
Also in another study done on dental students, a slight
increase was found in empathy levels in the last year of
dental school and they indicated that dental students
in the last year had some training in ethics, practice
management, and management and treatment of
fearful patients (34). Probably, education in behavioral
science and ethics is effective in increasing empathy
and that further training may be necessary in order to
J Adv Med Educ Prof. April 2014; Vol 2 No 2

0.030
0.001
-

maintain high levels.
In this study, we found that female empathy score is
higher than that of males. This finding suggests that
female students might deliver a different type of health
care based on a greater ability to empathize with the
patient’s experiences and feelings. Physicians who
have higher empathy may spend more time on history
taking. In another study that was done among dental
students, it was shown that females scored significantly
higher on the JSPE than males (34).
In general medical students in Shiraz University
of Medical Sciences had low empathy level and this
may be a cause for concern of authorities. As such,
we suggest emphasis on empathy in the curriculum.
Early exposure to clinical training and a curriculum
for professional competencies help to enhance the
empathy of medical students. We suggest that the
curriculum in Iranian medical schools include more
teaching on empathy and communicational skills.

Conclusion

This study showed that empathy with patients is
different among medical students in various years
of their education and thus the amount of empathy
with patient reduces with increase in their age and
educational level. The overall rate of empathy in the
basic sciences period is more than that in the clinical
period.

Practice Implications

It is recommended that further studies should be
done in this area, reviewing whether the clinical
trainings really have negative effects on the amount of
empathy with patients or not and if so, how could this
problem be solved.

Limitation

We cannot generalize the present results for all
students in Iran; if the future research is done on a
sample of all medical students in Iran, more reliable
will be obtained.
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